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“Put A Spe On You” - is a show inspired by Screaming Jay 
Hawkins and Nina Simones songs “Put A Spe On You”  and 
“magic” in a its forms and disguises...

it’s a duo performance consisting of circus artist Alex Aison it’s a duo performance consisting of circus artist Alex Aison 
and  sound designer and musician  Moises Mas Garcia. coming 
from different backgrounds (Juggler/Musician) we also come 
with different understandings of what magic is and means to 
us. this became our starting point for the project.

using aspects of juggling, clown, music, object manipulation 
and play as our dialect and language in the piece.

Aat the base of the work, and what has become are “shared lanAat the base of the work, and what has become are “shared lan-
guage” are; microphones, loop stations. instruments and objects 
which we use together to create  and construct live soundscapes 
and musical compositions. these  compositions were then worked 
into choreographies and used as a base from which we can explore 
and create from.. from here we find and explore our intention 
and relation betwn each other, the objects, sound and “magic”. 

“Put A Spe On You”  is an invitation to the public to step into 
our world. to witness some sort of a ceremony or hunt; where these 
two different people are preparing to attempt to capture ”magic”.. 
The two characters hold slightly diferent perceptions and under-
standings  of exactly what magic and so at times are working in 
different directions.. with hints and glimpses of hope when the 
two sm to mt on the same page . 

At times I come to Moises’  world, at times Moises comes to help me 
in my world..I suppose maybe we think of it as two “magic hunt-
ers”.. who have probably bn repeating these experiments a their 
lives.. and it’s this time that the public are witnessing that we 
maybe, might just succd... 

we are currently searching for partners, support in any form, res-
idencies and opportunities for work in progress showings. 

we wi continue our creation, research and begin to work with 
directors from july, with the aime to premiere the show in March 
2019. 



alex

moises
Alex Aison is a juggler and performer based in Galway, Ireland. 
After completing a degr in Celtic Studies, he set  it to one side 
and began writing, performing and creating. Leading to the 
creation of Maleta Company in 2013, in an attempt to try and 
make his work sound more exotic. .

>

“juggling is
 a language”

put a spe on you 
created and performed by: alex aison + moises mas garcia

indoor/outdoor show - length 45-50 minutes

residencies + creation = work in progress - 2018 

premiere - spring 2019

supporte
d by contact: ciemaleta@gmail.com

facebook.com/maletacompany

Moises Mas Garcia is a musician and composer based in 
Galway and born in Crevient, Spain. His musical carr is 
split betwn producing and composing for both film and 
theatre, and as a multi-instrumentalist (Saxophone, San-
tour, Cajon, Darbuka, Congas..) 

“make your
 own magi

c”


